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Hurricane Harvey, Seen From the Cupola of the International
Space Station. On August 25, 2017, NASA astronaut Jack
Fischer photographed Hurricane Harvey from the cupola module
aboard the International Space Station as it intensified on its way
toward the Texas coast.

www.nasa.gov/image-feature/hurricane-harvey-seen-from-the-cupola-of-the-internationaâ€¦
Hurricane Harvey, Seen From the Cupola of the Space ...

New NASA Maps Show Flooding Changes In Aftermath
â€¦
https://www.nasa.gov/feature/goddard/2017/harvey-atlantic-ocean
Data from NASA's Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellite have been used to
create new surface flooding maps of Southeast Texas and the Tennessee Valley
following Hurricane Harvey.
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Affected areas: Yucatán Peninsula, Honduras, Nicaragua, Suriname, Cayman Islands
End date: 02 Sep, 2017
Start date: 17 Aug, 2017
Total fatalities: 107
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Hurricane Harvey, Seen From the Cupola of the Space ...
https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/hurricane-harvey-seen-from-the...
On August 25, 2017, NASA astronaut Jack Fischer photographed Hurricane Harvey from
the cupola module aboard the International Space Station as it intensified on its way
toward the Texas coast. The Expedition 52 crew on the station has been tracking this
storm for the past two days and capturing Earth observation photographs and videos.

Hurricane Harvey looks like it's about to swallow Texas â€¦
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang/wp/2017/...
From space, â€˜astoundingâ€™ Hurricane Harvey looks like itâ€™s about to swallow all
of Texas By Andrew deGrandpre August 25, 2017 Email the author Follow @adegrandpre
The extremely dangerous storm is predicted to bring days â€¦

NASA footage shows Hurricane Harvey headed to Texas
...
www.businessinsider.com/nasa-footage-hurricane-harvey-threat-texas...
Hurricane Harvey is gaining power in the Gulf of Mexico, barreling toward the Texas
coast. This NASA footage from space shows how the storm turned into a serious â€¦

Hurricane Harvey: Photos of the Massive Storm from
Space
https://www.space.com/37948-hurricane-harvey-astronaut-satellite...
NASA's CloudSat satellite flew over Tropical Storm Harvey on Aug. 26 as the storm was
nearly stationary over south Texas. Large amounts of liquid and ice water (denoted by â€¦

NASA's Johnson Space Center Braces for More â€¦
https://www.space.com/37976-harvey-flooding-johnson-space-center...
Meanwhile, NASA's Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) satellite has monitored the
storm's rapid intensification, NASA officials said in a statement. "The images show
Harvey's maximum wind speeds increased from approximately 56 miles per hour (25
meters per second) to about 107 miles per hour (47.8 meters per second) in the 36 â€¦

How NASA kept the ISS flying while Harvey hit Mission ...
https://www.theverge.com/2017/8/31/16228906/nasa-mission-control...
Aug 31, 2017 · In the days before Harvey hit Texas, flight controllers at NASAâ€™s
Johnson Space Center outside of Houston had a decision to make: should they evacuate
or ride out the storm at the agencyâ€™s Mission Control Center? The dilemma
wasnâ€™t just about the safety of the flight controllers.

NASAâ€™s Johnson Space Center closed amid
Harveyâ€™s â€¦
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/speaking-of-science/wp/2017/08/...
A skeleton â€œride-outâ€� crew remains at the center to support astronauts on the
International Space Station and protect the $9 billion James Webb Space Telescope.

NASA's Earth Observatory - Official Site
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov
climate change, global climate change, global warming, natural hazards, Earth,
environment, remote sensing, atmosphere, land processes, oceans, volcanoes, land
cover, Earth science data, NASA, environmental processes, Blue Marble, global maps

Hurricane Harvey - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hurricane_Harvey
Hurricane Harvey as seen by NASA aboard the International Space Station on August 25
Late on August 23, the remnants of Harvey regenerated into a tropical cyclone and
reattained tropical storm intensity by 18:00 UTC.

Meteorological history · Preparations · Effects in the ... · Effects in the ...

How Climate Change Is Shaping the Floods of Harvey -
â€¦
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/08/did-climate...
Hurricane Harvey looms off the coast of Texas, as seen from aboard the International
Space Station. NASA
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